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SPACE SHUTTLE COMMUNICATIONS-WIDEBAND DIRECT
LINK SIGNAL AND SYSTEM DESIGN

BARTUS H. BATSON
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Houston, Texas

GAYLORD K. HUTH
Axiomatix

Marina de Rey, California

SUMMARY.   This paper describes the design of a wideband S-band communications
link from the Space Shuttle Orbiter to a ground-based terminal. This link will be used for
transmission of television, digital data (various rates), or analog data, and is of interest
because of the presence of bandwidth, power, and hardware constraints. The procedure
followed to arrive at an overall signal and system design is outlined, and system
performance margins are presented for various operational configurations. Finally, the
growth potential of this link for digital data transmission is discussed.

INTRODUCTION.   The Orbiter wideband direct link will be required for both NASA
and DOD (Department of Defense) Shuttle missions. For NASA missions, the wideband
link will be used for time-shared transmission of television, 1:1 playback of recorded
operational data (128 kbps), 8:1 playback of recorded operational data (8 x 128 kbps =
1.024 Mbps), either real-time or recorded main-engine data (three subcarriers, each phase-
modulated by a 60-kbps data sequence), and wideband digital or analog payload data. For
DOD missions the wideband link will not be required for television but, for certain
missions, will be used for transmission of secure data (256 kbps).

Because the wideband direct links will be required during ascent and reentry (when it will
not be possible to deploy steerable antennas) and because it will be desirable to achieve
nearly spherical coverage about the Orbiter, a switched-element array of two flush-
mounted omnidirectional antenna elements has been baselined for the Orbiter. A set of
predicted gain contours for these elements is shown in figure 1. Each element provides a
+1-dB gain over approximately a 145E cone, and this is the gain which will be used in this
paper for purposes of computing performance margins. It can be determined that this gain
(or greater) should be achievable over approximately 70% of the total coverage sphere. A
given performance margin will, of course, improve for the more favorable Orbiter attitudes 



(when antenna boresight approaches coincidence with ground station line-of-sight), and
will be degraded for less favorable attitudes.

Link Geometry.   As illustrated in figure 2, it is assumed that the Orbiter is in a 270-n.mi.
orbit with a maximum slant range of approximately 1122 n.mi. (5E elevation angle) to the
ground station. The maximum slant range will be used in the subsequent performance
margin calculations.

Ground Station Characteristics.   Table I details the ground station S-band parameters
which are assumed for both the NASA STDN (Spade Tracking and Data Network) and the
Air Force SCF (Satellite Control Facility) stations.

Orbiter Parameters.   Table II summarizes the Orbiter communications parameters
which are assumed for the wideband direct links to both the STDN and the SCF. These
parameters reflect the current baseline equipment configuration for the Orbiter (which is,
of course, subject to change prior to the program flight phase).

System Configuration.   The basic design approach for the Orbiter wideband direct link is
illustrated in figure 3. The wideband signal processor in the Orbiter serves primarily as a
switch to select one of the possible input signals for transmission. It also must set the
output levels such that the desired frequency deviation ()f) is obtained at the output of the
frequency modulator; the best value of )f is different, in general, for each input signal.
Should additional premodulation processing (such as filtering or clipping) of any of the
possible input signals be required, then these functions will also be performed in the
wideband signal processor.

Selection of the best Orbiter antenna element is performed by the antenna switch, which is
under either automatic control by one of the Orbiter computers, under manual control by a
crew member, or under ground control (via an uplink command channel).

Fundamental System Constraints.   The Orbiter wideband direct link is of particular
interest because the design is subject to relatively severe bandwidth and power constraints.
In addition, it is desirable not to deviate from a baselined hardware design unless a change
is absolutely necessary; therefore, the wideband direct link design was considered to be
subject to use of the Orbiter/ground system configuration (fig. 3) and parameters (tables I
and II) described earlier.

The bandwidth constraint is that only 10 MHz of RF bandwidth will be available for the
wideband direct link. As shown in figure 4, two 5-MHz channels are to be used for this
link, with a center frequency of 2250 MHz. Although 10 MHz of RF bandwidth is
certainly more than adequate in many instances for transmission of any of the required



communications functions shown in figure 3, it will be shown that the Orbiter wideband
direct link is power-limited when television is to be transmitted. Under such a power-
limited condition, it is important to trade as much bandwidth as possible (by increasing )f)
to achieve a power improvement (a reduction in the required power at the receiver for a
given performance criterion). A bandwidth constraint can (and does in this instance)
prevent realization of the optimum power/bandwidth trade.

That power is indeed constrained can be determined by performing a link calculation
(solving the one-way range equation) to determine the received power (Prec) at the ground
station (or more conveniently, the ratio Prec/No, where No is the single-sided noise spectral
density of the ground station receiver). As noted previously, this calculation is performed
for maximum slant range between the Orbiter and ground station and assumes a nominal
Orbiter antenna gain of +1 dB. The link calculation is shown in table III and results in
values of 87.7 dBHz (NASA) and 74.0 dBHz (DOD) for Prec/No. A subsequent calculation
will show that the available Prec/No is marginal for the particular case of television
transmission.

Television Performance Requirement.   The performance requirement assumed for the
television channel (NASA only) is an output signal-to-noise ratio

SNRout = 26 dB (rms signal/rms noise) (1)

where SNRout is measured in a 3-MHz bandwidth. This value was determined to be the
minimum tolerable SNRout, in terms of picture quality and resolution. How SNRout = 26 dB
can be related to a required value of Prec/No will be shown in a later section of this paper.

Data Channel Performance Requirements.   The performance requirement assumed for
the various digital data channels (either recorded or real-time) is a bit error rate

BER = 10-5 (2)

SIGNAL DESIGNS AND PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS.   Previous sections
have established those values of Prec/No available at either a NASA or DOD ground
station, as well as certain performance requirements (either output SNR or BER) for the
various channels. One objective of the signal designer is to arrive at a set of system
parameters which minimizes the value of Prec/No and which must be provided to satisfy the
various performance requirements. A performance margin, which can be defined as the
difference between the available Prec/No and the required Prec/No can then be calculated for
each channel. It is important to make the required Prec/No as small as possible, so that the
performance margin is maximized. Large performance margins are particularly desirable in
the early stages of a flight program, so that unexpected degradations in parameter values



(which typically occur as the program progresses) do not result in unacceptable
performance (negative margins).

Television Channel.   Figure 5 illustrates additional details associated with the wideband
direct link configuration for television transmission. The signal output from the camera has
been found to have (effectively) been bandlimited to approximately 2.5 MHz, and a
postdetection filter bandwidth (at the ground station) of 3 MHz was determined to be wide
enough to provide maximum resolution in the detected television picture. As noted earlier,
the output signal-to-noise ratio requirement of 26 dB must be maintained in this 3-MRz
postdetection filter bandwidth.

Assuming that operation is above FM threshold, the ratio of the SNR at the output of an
FM discriminator to the in ut SNR is given by

(3)

where )f is the peak frequency deviation

BWIF is the input (predetection) noise bandwidth

and Bwout is the output (postdetection) noise bandwidth

Since

(4)

then equation 3 may be rearranged to yield

(5)

Substituting SNRout = 26 dB and BWout = 3 MHz into equation (5) yields

(6)

Equation (6), which is plotted in figure 6, indicates that the required Prec/No decreases with
increasing )f. This is, of course, only true up to a point. )f cannot actually be increased
without limit because FM threshold will eventually occur (due to the required increase in
BWIF) and the above-threshold FM equation (3) will no longer be valid. However,
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equation (6) does correctly indicate that an advantage exists in making )f as large as
possible. The most efficient value for )f (that which minimizes the required Prec/No) is that
value which results in operation at or somewhat above FM threshold. FM threshold occurs
for only slightly different values of input SNR as )f is varied over a wide range, and a
conservative value of the input SNR (in the IF bandwidth) which will provide above-
threshold operation is

SNRin = 10 dB (7)

Substituting equation (7) into (4) gives

(8)

Equation (8) would constitute another relationship between Prec/No and )f, should it be
possible to functionally relate BWIF to )f. A frequently-used relationship is given by
Carson’s rule, which states that the predetection bandwidth required for a good tradeoff
between distortion and input noise power is given by

(9)

where fm is the maximum modulating frequency.

For the case under consideration,                            , and substitution of equation (9) into
equation (8) yields

(10)

Equation (10), which is also plotted in figure 6, indicates that the Prec/No required to
provide above-threshold operation increases with increasing )f. However, equation (10) is
valid only so long as the input bandwidth is given by Carson’s rule. Since a limitation of
10 MHz has been placed on BWIF, then equation (10) is valid only for

BWIF = 2()f + 2.5 MHz) < 10 MHz (11)
or

)f  < 2.5 MHz (12)

For values of )f above 2.5 MHz, we assume that BWIF = 10 MHz and, therefore, from
equation (8) that

(13)
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Figure 6 can be used to obtain a good understanding of the considerations involved in
selecting the best )f for television transmission. Using the Carson’s rule bandwidth
criterion, figure 6 shows that the optimum )f is approximately 6 MHz. Using the 10-MHz
bandwidth criterion, it can be seen that the required Prec/No (for )f greater than 2.5 MHz)
is smaller than when Carson’s rule is used. This is, of course, possible and this improved
efficiency is indeed achievable at values of )f on the order of 3 to 5 MHz because the
Carson’s rule bandwidth is actually somewhat conservative (too high) in this region. For
the higher )f s, however, an IF bandwidth of 10 MHz is simply too small and results in an
unacceptable loss in picture resolution. Tests conducted at the NASA Johnson Space
Center’s ESCL (Electronic Systems Compatibility Laboratory) have shown that the
maximumm )f that is acceptable under the 10-MHz IF bandwidth constraint is
approximately 4.5 MHz. Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c) suggest this conclusion by showing
the results of a television spectral analysis for )f’s of 3.0 MHz, 4.5 MHz, and 6.0 MHz,
respectively.

Using )f = 4.5 MHz for the television signal results in

(14)

This obviously does not represent an absolutely optimum choice of )f, because as shown
in figure 6, had sufficient bandwidth been available, the required Prec/No could have been
reduced to approximately 82.5 dBHz using the Carson’s rule bandwidth and even further
using a smaller bandwidth than recommended by Carson’s rule.

A comparison of equation (14) with the available Prec/No computed in table III shows that
the performance margin for the television channel is given by

(15)

Digital Data Channels (Baseband).   Figure 8 illustrates additional details associated
with the wideband direct link configuration for any one of the digital data channels. As for
the case of television transmission, the parameters available for manipulation by the signal 
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1 Tjhung, T. T., and P. H. Wittke, “Carrier Transmission of Binary Data in a Restricted Band,”
IEEE Transactions on Communication Technology, vol. COM-18, No. 4, August 1970.

designer are )f and BWIF. It has been shown1 that an optimum set of design parameters for
an uncoded binary FSK data transmission link such as the one under consideration here is

(16)

and                                                 (17_

where R is the bit rate.

It was further shown that an error probability of 10-5 is achievable (using the parameter
values given above and assuming ideal discrimination and ideal integrate-and-dump
detection for

(18)

Allowing for a 1.0-dB degradation for non-ideal limiter discriminator performance and a
1.5-dB degradation in bit detector performance and slightly rearranging equation (18)
yields

(19)

Table IV summarizes the performance margins obtained for the digital data channels by
substituting for R in equation (19) and comparing the resultant requirements with the
available values of Prec/No given by table III.

Main-Engine Data Channels (PM/FM).   The main-engine data channels consist of three
subcarriers (576 kHz, 768 kHz, and 1024 kHz), each of which is phase-shift-keyed by a
60-kbps data sequence. Figure 9 illustrates details of the wideband direct link
configuration for these channels.

Assuming that operation is above FM threshold, a variation of equation (3) holds for the
IF/IF demodulation case under consideration that is

(20)

 where )fsc is the peak frequency deviation due to the Subcarrier of frequency fsc.



BWIF is the input (predetection) noise bandwidth and BWsc is the output (postdetection)
noise bandwidth for the subcarrier of frequency fsc.

Since

(21)

where Psc is the output power in the (modulated) subcarrier

and

(22)

then equation 20 may be rearranged to yield

(23)

The availability of existing hardware makes it convenient to consider use of the following
values of )fsc:

(24)

By substituting (24) into (23) and using the appropriate value for fsc, and by substituting the
available values of Prec/No given by table III, a set of available values of Psc/No can be
obtained. To determine performance margins, these available values of Psc/No must be
compared with the value required for 10-5 BER.

To achieve a 10-5 BER using PSK requires (ideally)

(25)

Allowing for a 1.0-dB degradation for non-ideal limiter/discriminator performance, a
1.5-dB degradation in bit detector performance, and substituting R = 60 kbps into (25)
gives

(26)
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Table V summarizes the performance margins obtained for the main engine data channels.

Wideband Analog Payload Data Channel.   Since requirements have not been fully
established for wideband analog payload data bandwidth and output quality, no
performance margins will be presented here. However, a procedure identical to that
summarized earlier for optimization of the television channel can be used to select a )f
which minimizes the Prec/No needed to satisfy the output SNR requirement, and that
therefore maximizes the performance margin.

Growth Potential for Wideband Data Links.   As indicated in table IV, the performance
margins for even the highest rate digital data channel (1.024 Mbps) are relatively high for
communications between the Orbiter and the NASA ground network. It is of interest to
consider the maximum data rate which can be supported by this link, considering both the
power and bandwidth constraints.

Assuming that a 6dB performance margin must be maintained, from equation (19) it is
seen that

(27)

Equation (27) assumes that the optimum design parameters given by (16) and (17) are
used. Comparing (27) with the available value of Prec/No given by table III shows that for
NASA links

(28)

CONCLUSIONS.   It was shown that the presence of a bandwidth constraint for the
S-band direct link prevents an optimum trade-off between bandwidth and power for the
particular case of television transmission. This results in a smaller performance margin
than could be obtained in the absence of such a constraint.

The problem for the digital data channels is not bandwidth, but instead, for transmission to
the DOD ground network, is power. The performance margin for the 8:1 playback data
channel for DOD use is slightly negative. indicating that unacceptable performance (> 10-6

BER) is expected to occur. This may lead to a decision that high-speed tape dumps will
not be attempted at maximum slant range to a 14-foot SCF station or that if such dumps
are made, BER’s greater than 10-5 will be tolerated. If these are not acceptable
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alternatives, however, then it will be necessary to enhance the channel performance in
some manner. Possible approaches include imposition of Orbiter attitude constraints (such
that the larger antenna gains near boresight can be obtained), increasing the Orbiter
transmitter power, or reducing the Orbiter transmitting circuit losses.

Digital data channel performance margins for transmission to the NASA ground network
are high and it was shown that a certain growth potential is present. Both the available
power and the available bandwidth are sufficient to support a data rate (at maximum slant
range to a 30-foot STDN station) in excess of 5 MBPS with a 6-dB performance margin.

Tables

TABLE I. GROUND STATION CHARACTERISTICS
TABLE II. ORBITER WIDEBAND DIRECT LINK COMMUNICATIONS

PARAMETERS
TABLE III. ORBITER WIDEBAND DIRECT LINK CALCULATION
TABLE IV.  DIGITAL DATA CHANNEL PERFORMANCE (10-5 BER)
TABLE V. MAIN ENGINE DATA CHANNEL PERFORMANCE

TABLE I.  GROUND STATION CHARACTERISTICS

STDN SCF 

Antenna diameter 30 feet 14 feet 

Receive frequency 2250 MHz 2250 MHz 

Receive antenna gain 44,0 dB 33.5 dB 

Receiving system losses -0.0 dB -o.o dB 

System noise temperature 190°K 395°K 



TABLE II.-  ORBITER WIDEBAND DIRECT
LINK COMMUNICATIONS PARAMETERS

TABLE III.  ORBITER WIDEBAND DIRECT LINK CALCULATION

Transmitter power 

Transmit losses 

Transmit antenna gain 
(70% coverage) 

Transmit frequency 

Parameter 

Orbiter transmitter power, dBW 

Orbiter transmit losses, dB 

Orbiter transmit antenna gain, dB 

Orbiter-ground station space loss 
(1122 n.mi.), dB 

Ground station receive antenna gain 

Polarization loss, dB 

Pointing loss, dB 

Ground station receive losses, dB 

Ground station received power, dBW 

Boltzmann's constant (K), dBW/k-Hz 

Ground station system noise 
temperature, dB "K 

Ground station noise spectral 
density (No), dBW/Hz 

P /N rec o' dB Hz 

10 watts 

-6.3 dB 

+l dB 

2250 MHz 

Values 

NASA DOD 

10.0 10.0 

-6.3 -6.3 

+LO +LO 

-165.8 -165.8 

44.0 33.5 

-0.5 -0.5 

-0.5 -0.5 

-0.0 -0.0 

1-118.1 I l-128.6 I 
-228.6 -228.6 

22.8 26.0 

l-205.8 I 1-202. 6 i 
87.7 74.0 



TABLE IV.   DIGITAL DATA CHANNEL PERFORMANCE (10-5 BER)

TABLE V.   MAIN ENGINE DATA CHANNEL PERFORMANCE

p p 
Performance rec 

dBHz 
rec 

dB Hz --
Channel N N margin 

0 req'd for 0 available dB 
10-s BER 

NASA DOD NASA DOD 

1:1 playback 65.4* 87.7 74.0 +22.3 +8.6 (128 kbps) 

8:1 playback 74.4* 87.7 74.0 +13.3 -0.4 (1. 024 Mbps) 

256-kbps secure 
68.4* 74.0 +5.6 data 

Wideband digital 
14.3 dBHz * 73.4 59.7 payload data 
+ RldB 

87.7 74.0 
- RldB - RldB (TBD kbps) 

*These values are based on use of optimum design parameters: 
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Figure 1.  Gain contours for the Orbiter S-band wideband direct link antennas

Figure 2.   Link geometry for direct wideband communications
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Figure 3.   Wideband direct link design approach
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Figure 5.  Wideband direct link configuration for television transmission

Figure 6.   Required Prec/No for television versus )f
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Figure 7.   Television signal spectral analysis
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Figure 8.   Wideband direct link configuration for digital data transmission
 

Figure 9.  Wideband direct link configuration for main engine data channels
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